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Collection Overview

Repository: National Anthropological Archives
Title: MS 7030 Letter to John Wesley Powell transmitting archaeological specimens and sketches of petroglyphs
Identifier: NAA.MS7030
Date: March 23, 1896
Extent: 15 Pages
Creator: Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902
Gilbert, Grove Karl, 1843-1918
Language: Undetermined
Digital Content: Image(s): Letter to John Wesley Powell

Administrative Information

Provenance
Previously titled "Letter to John Wesley Powell."

Citation
Manuscript 7030, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution

Scope and Contents
Transmits archeological specimens together with sketches of petroglyphs collected during work for the United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. Includes sketches of petroglyphs and notes on specimens.

Local Numbers
NAA MS 7030

Names and Subject Terms
This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:
Subjects:

Archeology -- Petroglyphs -- Colorado
Colorado -- Petroglyphs
Pictographs -- Colorado